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OPUS Camper 2015 range at Melbourne
OPUS Campers will introduce its 2015 range at the
Victorian Caravan, Camping & Touring Supershow
today.

All five models for 2015 feature the tough,
lightweight construction and unique, pram-like
folding top developed by British-Australian RV
design think tank Purple Line.

Stand 88 displays three examples of the top-selling
Ready To Roll model, fresh from the new OPUS
assembly plant in Melbourne.

Two are fully deployed and fitted with the Full
Awning and Sun Awning, and a third shows off the
neat, compact lines of the locked-down OPUS.

OPUS Camper will introduce its new 2015 range,
fresh from its new Melbourne assembly plant (top),
at the Victorian Caravan, Camping & Touring
Supershow at Melbourne Showgrounds today.

The Full Awning provides huge extra living space
for up to 10 berths, while the Sun Awning is the top choice among OPUS owners.

For people who order an OPUS at the show, OPUS is offering a free Nemesis wheel clamp
and Enduro caravan mover from its parent company Purple Line – more than $2,000 value.

The Classic OPUS starts the 2015 range with two double beds and inner privacy tents, 12
volt and 240 volt mains hook-up, kitchenette with stainless steel sink, fire extinguisher and
electric brakes plus tough Aussie running gear and exceptional headroom.

Next is the Ready To Roll, ideal for relaxing and luxurious camping, including storage cover,
sun canopy and side skirts, Smev two-burner gas cooktop, 59 litre water tank and pump, 110
amp hour battery and charger, 15" alloy wheels, storage box and Treg all-terrain hitch.

The Family Pack adds the Full Awning with side pods and inner tents to transform the OPUS
into an incredible 10 berth camper with extra storage space. Additional standard equipment
includes a fridge and a portable cassette toilet, plus roof racks to carry your camping toys.

Even more fully equipped is the Full Monty, the supreme OPUS package with a slide-out
kitchen, portable 12 volt shower and standard Nemesis wheel clamp.

Completing the OPUS range is the Adventurer, which is up for even the toughest terrain with
its super robust Cruise Master independent suspension to take you there and back again.

See the Purple Line range of RV accessories at Award RV Superstore on Stand 107 & 108.

More details at www.opuscamper.com.au or www.purpleline.com.au or (03) 9588 2959.
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